Flawless in Quality
Image Clarity
Permanence of Performance

ALPINION MEDICAL SYSTEMS

We are Ultrasound Professionals

Flawless in Quality
ALPINION’s technological details achieve a fundamentally superior and
flawless image quality with a performance that enhances clinical and
treatment efficiency.

Image Clarity and Uniformity
ALPINION provides clinical practitioners a diagnostic confidence based
on a high-definition image performance with uniformity.

Permanence of Performance

© Southwest Diamond Cutters

The E-CUBE 9 DIAMOND delivers a life-time of uniform image quality
and crystal-clear image performance based core-imaging technology.
The pristine quality of a diamond represents the refined acoustic technology
with great delicacy that manages and handles ultrasound signals as diamond
gemstone flawlessly. Flawless and high-purity crystal-clear ultrasound signals
lead to define the fundamental difference in ultrasound image quality.
Alpinion’s unique single crystal process

ALPINION’s development philosophy & imaging technology is focused on the delivery of
uniform and fundamental image quality during the whole product life-cycle.

Alpinion’s convex transducer with converged acoustic technology

the pure image quality

DIAMOND, defining pure and high-resolution images
ALPINION focuses on front-end technology for ultrasound systems that fundamentally offer a high-quality and highresolution image performance. ALPINION’s core acoustic technologies are applied to every development phase of
E-CUBE 9 DIAMOND’s transducers.

DIAMOND ConvexTM

DIAMOND LinearTM

DIAMOND Phased ArrayTM

•Innovative single crystal material
•Wider bandwidth and higher sensitivity
•Superior image performance, deeper penetration

•Optimum needle detection imaging
•Accuracy and efficiency of FNA, FNAB,
and needle injection therapy

•Clear Signal AmplifierTM maximizing Rx signal amplification
• SensitiViewTM providing accurate and detailed clinical information

Unique manufacturing technology and know-how, ALPINION’s E-CUBE 9 DIAMOND features advanced single crystal transducers renowned for

ALPINION’s excellent linear transducer performance, a recognizable feature of the E-CUBE series, is further enhanced by

SensitiViewTM Technology is part of ALPINION’s core imaging technologies that optimally integrates the acoustic module and electrical module

the ability to offer deeper penetration, wider bandwidth and higher sensitivity with less waste heat than conventional piezo-electric materials.

the E-CUBE 9 DIAMOND.

to optimize the impedance mismatch between the acoustic module and cabling. The CSATM (Clear Signal Amplifier) enables the maximization

DIAMOND CONVEXTM transducers provide users a superior image performance based on a qualified beam-field pattern that guarantees

A qualified DIAMOND LINEARTM performance provides optimum needle detection imaging to guarantee the accuracy and

of the amplified Rx signal and optimally matched networks. Technology substantially improves image resolution and deep penetration. The

uniform ultrasound image performance and provides unsurpassed abdominal scanning.

efficiency of Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA), FNA Biopsy (FNAB), and needle injection therapy.

DIAMOND PHASED ARRAYTM transducer with applied SensitiViewTM technology provides accurate and detailed clinical information.

Technological details
for diagnostic procedure

DIAMOND, offering clinicians superior diagnostic efficiency through
sophisticated acoustic and imaging technologies for diagnosis procedures.
Efficient workflow adds performance perfection of E-CUBE 9 DIAMOND based on flawless quality and crystalclarity image performance. Flawless quality and crystal-clarity image performance, the E-CUBE 9 DIAMOND is
workflow performance perfection based on diagnostic confidence & efficient patient throughput.

DIAMOND Diagnostic Value Chain
Alpinion’s technologies for effcient diagnosis flow

Ease of patient
registration

Minimizing system
setting time

One-button
image optimization

Application-centric
software to diagnosis
confidence

Quick ID

Customized
User Preset

XpeedTM

Auto IMTTM

Simplifies the patient registration process
by inputting only basic information among
patient ID, name, year of birth and gender.

Quick-mode transition according to prespecified user preferences for: presets,
assigned functions, and image parameters.

A carotid scanning observes early stage arterial sclerosis. ALPINION’s Auto IMTTM software
provides easy operation and accurate measurement results by calibrating the thickness of the
upper and lower intima-media with a single line near the intima.

Fine Needle
VisualizationTM

during thyroid FNA procedures that accurately target lesions. The simple on-off function of the

LIVE HQTM

Detailed 3D/4D volume data intuitively determines external fetal morphological disease and

ALPINION’s Fine Needle VisualizationTM software enables a precise visualization of a needle
software provides a precise target location to vastly improve FNA efficiency and accuracy.

Optimal One-button image optimization
in B-mode, Color Flow mode, and Doppler
mode; in addition, a clear diagnosis is
enabled through the efficient visualization of
the optimal scanning of images.
abnormalities. ALPINION’s LIVE HQ software renders actual exterior shape of the fetus for an
accurate diagnosis. An innovative illumination effect enhances diagnostic confirmation of the
morphological disease, regardless of posture of fetus.

E3

Extreme Accuracy
Efficient Workflow
Ergonomic Design
ALPINION promises to provide these three values to customers

E-cubed ultrasound system, We are Ultrasound Professionals

Real Time Ultrasound, Real Time Customer Service

ALPINION’s E-CUBE system can be accessed by Net CUBE CARETM service anytime. It contributes to the efficient troubleshooting
of system software. Net Cube CareTM efficiently upgrades (based on customer needs) the E-CUBE system by accessing and
upgrading the system software.
ALPINION’s intuitive customer service, Net CUBE CARETM, is optional – please contact ALPINION’s Customer service team
(service@alpinion.com) for further inquiries.
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